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This feature
takes a
traditional
symbol – the

festive Christmas bauble –
and uses it as the focal
embellishment on a number
of handmade items that are
perfect for both giving as gifts
and for adorning your own
home this holiday season.

Our two main illustrated
step-by-step fabric projects

on pages 86 and 88 have
templates alongside them
for you to use as a guide to
cutting all the main pieces.
Both the stocking and the
scented cushion projects are
assembled in layers
appliqué-style and use just a
simple straight or zigzag
stitch. If you’re new to
sewing, then the cushion
project on page 88 is the
place to start with its

predominantly geometric
lines. The stocking project
uses a standard 5⁄8” seam
allowance throughout, while
the outer seams of the
cushion use a slightly smaller
allowance as there are no
curves and no clipping or
trimming of seams required.
The opening left in the
cushion cover, which allows
the pad to be inserted is
quite large – slip stitching it

by hand to close it is a great
way to finish the seam and
by continuing this slip
stitching around the edge of
the cushion you achieve a
nice uniform finish. If you
prefer to just stick to sewing
the opening shut in this way
then make sure you position
this open seam on the
bottom edge of the cushion.
Once complete and turned
through, the stocking is also

slip-stitched closed but as
this seam is completely
hidden inside the stocking
there’s no need to take
things any further – it’s
purely a functional action.

DESIGN POSSIBILITIES
The bauble theme continues
through the papercraft
projects, with hand-cut
shapes using the template
provided for the bauble

Beautiful
baubles
Judith Hannington offers up a stylish array of festive
makes, all inspired by traditional Christmas baubles

BY JUDITH
HANNINGTON
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string on page 90, or using 
a fancy metal die from the
Marianne Design Creatables
collection for the cards on
pages 90 and 91 and the
sweet box window above. 
To use this die, you’ll need a
die-cutting machine with a
thick cutting plate suitable
for slim dies together with
one of your standard cutting
plates and the multi-function
platform. This brand of die is

compatible with most
leading die-cutting machines
on the market, all of which
should come with guidelines
on the combination of plates
required for maximum
functionality from each 
type of die.

If you haven’t got access
to a die-cutting machine you
can simply replace the die-
cut shapes with hand-cut
ones and the layering details

can easily be achieved using
punches of varying sizes 
so you can scale the size of
the finished item up or
down according to your
personal requirements.

SEWING ON
CARDSTOCK
The two greetings card
designs on pages 90 and 91
feature machine sewing as
the attachment method for

the different sections. The
main point to bear in mind
when sewing through paper
or cardstock is that, although
the thread can be unpicked,
the needle holes are
permanent so sew slowly.
Keep adhesives away from
areas that are going to be
sewn and use a longer stitch
length in comparison to
fabric appliqué projects to
avoid perforating the paper

or cardstock along the 
stitch line.

Working on a separate
piece of cardstock of
identical size and colour to
your folded card blank will
allow you to manoeuvre the
piece under your machine
presser foot more easily
before attaching the
finished layer to your blank,
hiding the thread ends in
the process.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut the box template on
page 91 from Double Dot
cardstock and score along

all the dotted fold lines.

2
Cut a 7cm-high strip of
gingham paper the
complete width of the

12x12” sheet. Die-cut the bauble
aperture so its midpoint is
approximately 9cm from the
left-hand edge.

3
Position the gingham strip
on the flat box shape so
the bauble shape is in the

centre of the front section of
the box (directly above the base
flap) and the lower edge of the
strip is 5mm away from the
base flap score line. Mark and
hand-cut the bauble aperture
from the centre front section 
of the box.

4
Attach a piece of acetate
the full height of the
gingham paper strip

behind the aperture on the strip.

5
Fold up the box and use
double-sided tape to
secure the flaps, gently

pushing in the triangle sections
on the two sides.

6
Attach the gingham paper
strip to the front of the 
box, aligning the bauble

apertures, then fold and attach
the strip around the rest of the
box, trimming the left and 
right-hand edges so they butt
together at the back-left corner.

7
Die-cut the bauble shape
from Double Dot cardstock
and attach the fancy

section to the acetate aperture
on the box. Punch a hole
through all layers in the centre

of the bauble hanger. Tie a knot
in a length of ribbon, then
thread both ends through the
hole inside to outside before
finishing with a bow.

8
Place your chosen sweets
in a cellophane bag and
roll down the top before

inserting into your box.

9
Die-cut or punch a tag
and star shape from
patterned paper and

cardstock and attach together,
trimming the right-hand edge
of the star as pictured.

10
Punch a pair of
horizontally aligned
holes in the box top,

front and back, and thread with
a length of ribbon. Thread your
tag onto the ribbon before
finishing the ends with a bow.
Embellish the box using
Shimmer Dots.

MATERIALS
� Cookbookin’ Sugar and Spice

Christmas Gingham 
patterned paper

� BoBunny Double Dot cardstock
� acetate
� Papermania Adhesive Shimmer Dots
� red satin & gingham ribbons
� DL-sized food-safe cellophane bag
� template on page 91

TOOLS
� Marianne Design Creatables

Bauble/Bell die set
� Sizzix Tag die or Tag punch
� manual die-cutting machine
� star punch
� long-reach hole punch
� computer & printer

Window sweet box
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6
Iron the ribbon onto the
stocking top followed by
the bauble hanger – the

ribbon should be free of the
background where it sits inside
the bauble hanger.

10
Turn the lining right-
side out and sew a
ribbon loop close to

the back seam along the top
edge, stitching within the 
seam allowance.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Using the template
opposite as a guide, cut
two stocking shapes from

your main gingham fabric, two
from wadding and two from
your chosen lining fabric.

MATERIALS
� gingham, red & apple green 

fabric of your choice
� small piece of felt
� red satin & gingham ribbon
� Vilene Bondaweb 
� medium-weight wadding
� red sequins
� green seed beads
� sewing thread
� fabric glue
� template on the opposite page

TOOLS
� sewing machine
� sewing needle
� household iron
� computer & printer

Christmas stocking

BoBunny Double Dot cardstock,
together with the patterned paper,
acetate and ribbons used in these

projects, is available from
www.thecraftzboutique.co.uk

Cushion pads –available in a
variety of shapes and sizes –and fills 

can be purchased online from
www.design-a-cushions.co.uk

We raided our craft stash for the fabrics
used in the stitched projects, but all
good fabric or quilting stores should
have the basic designs featured here,
together with wadding, Bondaweb,

ribbon and sewing threads

Hobby Art clear stamp sets and acrylic
mounting blocks are available from

www.thecraftbarn.co.uk

WHERE TO BUY
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2
Transfer the bauble
sections onto Bondaweb
using carbon paper 

and roughly cut around the
shapes, just outside the lines.
Using a pencil, complete the
background sections on the
template over the bauble 
as shown.

3
Transfer the three main
layering sections of the
stocking onto Bondaweb

as before.
4

Iron the Bondaweb
shapes onto the reverse
of your chosen fabrics,

then – with the exception of
the bauble hanger – iron into
position on one half of the
main fabric stocking.

5
Cut a length of ribbon 
the width of the stocking
top as shown on the

template and apply a strip of
Bondaweb to each end,
leaving a small gap free in 
the centre.

7
Machine-sew a zigzag
stitch around the bauble
sections, starting from 

the star and working out. 
Then sew along the ribbon 
as pictured.

8
Sew a zigzag stitch over
the remaining edges in
the same way before

placing the two main stocking
pieces right sides together,
sandwiched between the two
wadding shapes. Sew all the
way around the shaped edge,
then clip the curves.

9
Sew the two lining pieces
right sides together,
leaving a turning gap

along the front edge of
the stocking. Clip the
curves as before and
press the seam open as
shown along the
unsewn turning gap and
all the way to the top.

11
Insert the lining into
the inside-out
stocking and, with the

front and back seams aligned,
sew around the top edge. Turn
the stocking right side out
through the lining, then slip
stitch the lining closed before
pushing inside the stocking.

12
Tie a length of ribbon
in a bow around the
ribbon loop inside

the bauble hanger. Glue three
sequins to the vertical seam on
the stocking and top each with
a seed bead before leaving
overnight to dry.

TOP TIP
If you don’t have a scanner and

printer, then carbon paper is
great for transferring template

designs to your chosen cardstock
or papers, as well as for marking

them on the paper side of
Bondaweb. Just remember when

transferring non-symmetrical
shapes that you need to flip them

so the design doesn’t end up 
back to front

Stocking template
25% actual size   

Full size template available to
download from

www.craftsonthenet.com
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2
Iron the Bondaweb
sections onto the reverse
of your chosen fabrics,

then assemble and iron into
position on a square of felt.

3
Machine-sew a zigzag
stitch around the edges of
all the pieces starting with

the star in the centre of the
bauble and working outwards.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Trace all the separate
sections of the cushion
template onto the paper

side of Bondaweb using
carbon paper between the
template and the Bondaweb.
Roughly cut around the shapes
just outside the lines.

MATERIALS
� gingham, red & apple green fabric

of your choice
� pale green felt
� I small & 3 large buttons
� Vilene Bondaweb
� medium-weight wadding
� red sequin
� green seed bead
� sewing thread
� scented filling 

(we used cloves here)
� 10”-square cushion pad
� fabric glue
� template on the opposite page

TOOLS
� sewing machine
� sewing needle
� household iron

Scented cushion
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4
Sew a small button to 
the centre of the bauble
hanger and a large 

button to each of the three
feature squares.

5
Cut a square piece of
wadding 1cm smaller
than your stitched panel

and sprinkle your scented
filling over the surface. Cover
with a piece of white fabric,
and then stitch around the
edges to seal.

6
Cut two 10”-square
pieces of gingham for 
the main body of the

cushion. Lay the scented
sachet in the centre of one and
pin the stitched panel over. 

7
Machine-sew a zigzag
stitch around the edges of
the panel.

8
With right sides together,
sew your cushion front to
the back fabric, leaving a

7” gap for turning along one
edge. Turn right sides out and
press the hem along the
opening edges as pictured.

9
Insert your cushion pad
into the cover and slip
stitch the cover closed.

Continue to slip stitch around
all four edges of the cushion 
if desired.

10
To finish, glue a
sequin and a seed
bead to the centre of

the star and dry overnight. 

WHY NOT TRY…
…making the bauble layers on

the projects using felt for a
completely no-machine-sew

approach to these layers? Simply
using Bondaweb as the

attachment will suffice for items
that are not overly handled but
you could always add a hand
running stitch just in from the

edges for security and for a
decorative touch

Cushion template
40% actual size   Photocopy at 250%
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MATERIALS
� 14.8cm-square white card blank
� white cardstock
� BoBunny Double Dot cardstock
� BoBunny Raspberry Green Dot

patterned paper
� Cookbookin’ Sugar and Spice

Christmas Gingham patterned paper
� Hobby Art Christmas Greetings

(#CS009D) clear stamp set 
� Black Cherry StãzOn inkpad
� acetate
� red gingham ribbon
� Papermania Adhesive Shimmer Dots
� 3D foam pads
� template on the opposite page 

TOOLS
� Marianne Design Creatables

Bauble/Bell die set
� manual die-cutting machine
� sewing machine & thread
� acrylic mounting block

MATERIALS
� red gingham & rickrack ribbons
� BoBunny Double Dot cardstock
� Cookbookin’ Sugar and Spice

Christmas Gingham 
patterned paper

� Papermania Adhesive Shimmer Dots
� 3D foam pads
� template on the opposite page

TOOLS
� small hole punch
� circle & star punches

Christmas friends

Bauble garland

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut a piece of cardstock
the same colour and size as
your folded card blank.

Using the template opposite as
a guide, cut the patterned paper
layers and the red cardstock
frame and attach.

2
Stitch around the edges
and over all the joins
between the pieces using

a small zigzag stitch.

3
Cut the aperture from the
centre of the red cardstock
frame about 3-4mm away

from the stitching. Lay the panel
on your card blank and mark
the aperture. Remove the panel

and cut the aperture through the
card blank front just outside the
pencil lines.

4
Attach a piece of acetate
behind the stitched panel
aperture before affixing 

the whole panel to your card
front. Adhere a piece of Double
Dot cardstock to the inside back
of the blank just larger than, 
and aligned centrally with, 
the aperture.

5
Die-cut the fancy bauble
shape from green Double
Dot cardstock and attach to

red cardstock before trimming
around the edges and punching
the hole through. Tie a knot in a
length of ribbon then thread
both ends through the bauble
hole, finishing with a bow.

6
Attach the bauble to the
acetate in the aperture
using foam pads, then

repeat the bauble-making
process and attach on the
reverse side of the card front to
hide the 3D foam pads.

7
Stamp your greeting around
the corner of a scrap of
patterned paper and trim as

pictured, before mounting to red
cardstock using 3D foam pads for
dimension. Trim the mount to
leave a narrow border and attach
to your card, again using 3D 
foam pads.

8
Embellish the card front
using Shimmer Dots 
to finish.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut as many base bauble
shapes as you require from
red and green Double Dot

cardstock, using the template as
a guide. Punch a hole through
the hanger section of each one.

2
Attach a strip of
contrasting paper
across the rectangular

bauble hanger section on
each side of every bauble.

3
Punch circle and star
shapes from patterned
paper or Double Dot

cardstock and attach these
to the baubles on both
sides, using 3D foam pads
for  extra dimension.
Embellish the stars using
Shimmer Dots

4
Tie a short length of
gingham ribbon
through the hanger

loop of each bauble before
sliding them onto the
rickrack ribbon. Space the
baubles evenly along the
zigzag shapes of the ribbon,
sitting each one in a dip to
stop it sliding sideways
when hanging.

90 www.simplyhomemademagazine.com
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Merry Christmas
MATERIALS

� A6 white card blank
� white cardstock
� BoBunny Double Dot cardstock
� BoBunny Raspberry Green Dot

patterned paper
� Cookbookin’ Sugar and Spice

Christmas Gingham patterned paper
� Hobby Art Christmas Greeting’

#CS009D clear stamp set 
� Black Cherry StãzOn inkpad
� red buttons
� green satin & striped ribbons
� Papermania Adhesive 

Shimmer Dots
TOOLS

� Marianne Design Creatables
Bauble/Bell die set

� manual die-cutting machine
� sewing machine & thread
� acrylic block
� small circle punch

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut a piece of cardstock
the same colour and size
as your folded card blank.

Cut a 13.8x6cm piece of
gingham paper and wrap three
lengths of narrow green ribbon
around the strip towards the
top before attaching the
finished piece to the left-hand
side of your cardstock.

2
Cut a 13.8x3.5cm piece of
dotty paper and affix to
the right-hand side.

3
Stitch around the outer
edge of the papers using
a small zigzag stitch,

starting just below the ribbons
and finishing just above them.

4
Wrap a length of stripy
ribbon around the panel
over the join between 

the papers and secure the
ends on the reverse. Tie a
second length of ribbon
around this, finishing with a
bow, before attaching the
whole panel to your card front.

5
Die-cut the fancy bauble
shape from red Double
Dot cardstock and attach

to green cardstock before
trimming around the edges.
Snip away the bauble hanging
loop and tuck the bauble
under the ribbon bow on your
card, securing it using 3D foam
pads for extra dimension.

6
Punch three small circles
from cardstock and
attach a button to each

before securing to the green
ribbons on your card.

7
Stamp your greeting onto
patterned paper, trim and
mount to red cardstock,

leaving a narrow border all
around. Attach to your card
using 3D foam pads then
embellish the design with
shimmer gems to finish.

Sweet box
template
(Page 85)
40% actual size
Photocopy at 250%

Card template
(Page 90)
50% actual size
Photocopy at 200%

Bauble
template
(Page 90)
50% actual size
Photocopy at 200%

Full size templates are
available to download at
www.craftsonthenet.com
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